PRESENTA prep

The ideal way to prepare presentations away from your
PRESENTA board
The PRESENTA prep complements our range of interactive solutions by enabling preparation
of presentation, training or lesson material using Px interactive software away from the
board, freeing the interactive whiteboard for its primary function - delivery of content.

Portable, precise and above all simple
to use, the PRESENTA prep is an ideal
companion to your PRESENTA board,
allowing you to simulate use of your
interactive whiteboard during flipchart
preparation or if you want to practise
using the software away from the
board.
Perfectly proportioned, the A6 pad
plugs directly into your computer’s
USB port, and provides just the right
size working area when preparing
flipcharts. Also ideal for many other
types of work where natural pen input
is required, such as drawing and
designing, the PRESENTA prep
includes a transparent overlay for
precise tracing.
Incorporating a pen with both left and
right mouse buttons, users can benefit
from full mouse functionality while
being able to write naturally when
preparing flipcharts. The pen supplied
is also cordless and battery free,
preventing wires from getting in the
way of your work and eliminating the
need for periodic recharging. A pen
holder, integrated into the tablet,
means that the pen is never lost.

The PRESENTA prep enables
teachers to easily prepare dynamic
teaching material at home or in
the staff room, prior to using the
PRESENTA board during lessons.

PRESENTA prep specifications
Active area
Dimensions
Cable length
Power consumption
Power supply
Resolution
Precision
Maximum reading height
Interface
Connection
Certification
Computer requirements
Weight approx

127.6 x 92.8mm (approx A6)
224.1 x 221 x 22.3mm (W x D x H)
1.5m
0.2watts
DC 5V, 40mA (via USB port)
1000 points (lines) per inch
+/-5 resolution points
3mm
USB
USB A
FCC Class B, BSMI complies CE guidelines
Windows 98, ME, 2000 or XP. IBM compatible PC (Pentium 200 200 or
higher), 64 MB Ram, 24 bit colour display (800 x 600mm) or greater. USB
with separate power supply. CD ROM Drive
332g

Pen
Dimensions
Side switch
Pen tip travel
Pressure levels
Weight
Warranty

224.1 x 221 x 22.3mm (W x D x H)
Single switch, programmable
2:0mm or less
512
Approx10g
2 year return to factory

Px software is not included with the PRESENTA prep.
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